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Recommended Investment:
Edinburgh Worldwide Investment Trust plc
Historically, smaller companies have outperformed larger stocks. Edinburgh Worldwide Investment Trust 
plc (EWI), an investment trust listed on the London Stock Exchange, aims for capital growth from a global 
portfolio of initially immature entrepreneurial companies, typically with a market capitalisation of less than 
$5bn at time of initial investment.

The fund is managed by Douglas Brodie of Baillie Gifford, an experienced fund manger supported by broad 
in-house resources. Mr Brodie’s team seeks to identify immature, ambitious, and entrepreneurial companies 
that are looking to scale up their operations on a global level. These firms typically offer solutions that 
larger companies are failing to address, and if successful, can offer investors asymmetric returns as they take 
market share and disrupt incumbent operators. They have long found that the most interesting companies 
are invariably those that position themselves on the frontiers of socio-economic change, addressing the 
most pressing questions and building solutions that seek to drive the world forward. For such companies, 
sustainability is not just the how they go about operating, it’s also the why: why they exist, why society 
should care and why, ultimately, they might be an outstanding investment opportunity.

The focus on disruption and innovation means that technology and healthcare names form a substantial 
element of the portfolio, while energy and basic-materials stocks feature sparingly. In addition, given where 
they are in their evolutionary development, around one third of the portfolio is in companies that are not 
yet making a profit. As a result, the fund does not produce a yield and is therefore only suitable for investors 
seeking capital growth.

The portfolio is well diversified and typically comprises 75 to 125 holdings, with the ten largest holdings 
currently accounting for 33% of assets. The trust is required to have exposure to a minimum of six countries 
and 15 industries. 66% of the fund is invested in the US with large exposures to the UK (17%), Europe (5%) 
& Asia (8%). The largest sector allocations are Software, Biotechnology, Healthcare Equipment & Services, 
Aerospace & Defence and Automobiles. The fund can invest up to 15% of the Company’s total assets, at the 
time of initial investment, in unlisted investments and the current weighting is 11%. 

EWI’s strong track record is impressive both on an absolute basis and compared to its peers. The fund has 
risen 164% over the last 5 years and carries a five-star rating from Morningstar. Small-caps is one of the few 
areas where active fund managers are proven to be able to provide added value over low-cost ETFs. This 
fund provides exposure to global small caps at a very reasonable TER of 0.66%. Buy.


